
 

We are not talking about your standard pyramid that you see at the playground or on vacation. The Great Pyramid (GP) is the largest of the Giza Necropolis pyramids which is located in Egypt. The GP was built with six precisely cut stone blocks, each weighing more than 60 tons and reaching a height of 146.5 metres (477 feet). It's also home to one of the most important ancient Egyptian pyramids,
called the Bent Pyramid, which is believed to have pretensions to being an ancient observatory/observation point. The GP stands on its base across the River Nile from Malkata, an ancient city just outside Cairo near Memphis. Doreal states that the GP is 15 miles directly south of the center of Cairo. His drawing #3 shows that it is exactly 600 miles due west of the island of Puerto Rico, which is home
to one of the Mayan observatories. Dan Burisch describes how there are two sides to this pyramid, one side represented by gender and the other by spirit. The gender side was built first with spirit following afterward. The physical side took 13 years to finish, but the spiritual side took twice as long, 26 years. The GP represents our planet structured into four levels or planes of existence—physical,
emotional/mental/psychic/spiritual—and an etheric astral world associated with it. The GP is a phase shift in the manifestation of our reality in time and space. The GP expresses a different perspective, a fourth level that includes two other planes, the etheric and astral, each with nine planes in between them. The GP was constructed on top of this structure according to Doreal's research. It was built to
reflect what is beyond this world, not another physical world related to this one. According to Dr. John Lash, the GP is also a portal for energy from one level of creation into another without traversing three-dimensional space which would break the cosmic lattice upon which we live. The GP was constructed in the form of a two-dimensional grid, while the other pyramids are three-dimensional
structures. This is because it is an astral world that is not expressed in three dimensions. The GP, according to Doreal, was built according to "the laws of sacred geometry". This includes sine law, cosine law and tangent law. According to Doreal's research, the GP's design originally took 394 years or 13 x 60 x 60 days. When added together, these numbers represent 6060. This number has influenced
our modern calendar with its various factors to 12 months of 30 days each plus 5 leap days per year. In Egyptian mythology, the construction of the GP was supervised by Thoth. In order to construct the GP, the Egyptians had to build a 6060 mile circular canal around its base called a lateral cannet. In addition, they constructed a set of four pyramids which formed a building patterned after
geometrical proportions based on sine law and cosine law. The GP has four outer slabs with three inner slabs that surround this structure. Doreal states that the GP is a phase shift in the manifestation of our reality in time and space.
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